
Present Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

His tropical sun _____________ for him.1. (wait)is waiting

Oh, I __________________ about myself!2. (not/boast)'m not boasting

______________________, my pretty maid?3. (where/you/go/?)Where are you going

I ____________________ the gorgeous plumage of some male birds, and
the contrast they afford with the plain females.
4.

(not/forget)
am not forgetting

A guest of the establishment _____________ at his little table.5. (sit)is sitting

You have tricked us-you ___________________ me fairly!6. (not/treat)are not treating

And now, ________________________ to do?7. (what/you/think/?)what are you thinking

But you ______________ better every day.8. (get)'re getting

But those happy people __________________ after pleasure or
concentrating their intelligence upon their own gratification.
9.

(not/run)
are not running

I _____________ just now at the Cecil.10. (stay)'m staying

The community also ________________ for a large social contribution
from the schools, and this loss of public pressure toward social effort is in the
country very serious.

11.

(not/ask)

is not asking

Oh, yes; you ____________________.12. (not/scream)are not screaming

If they __________________ about dollars, or the equivalent of dollars,
the reason lies much deeper than any superficial praise or blame touching the
desire for wealth.

13.

(not/talk)

are not talking

She ____________ at sixteen thousand feet.14. (fly)'s flying

And ________________________ and panting so?15. (why/you/tremble/?)why are you trembling

I ______________ of you day and night.16. (think)'m thinking
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Seven years may seem a long time to wait, but you
___________________ on the way, and you are really not "waiting" at all.
17.

(not/starve)
are not starving

I meant to vex you, and I _________________ it.18. (not/deny)'m not denying

________________ outside, in the garden?19. (he/lurk/?)Is he lurking

His attempts at a lighter vein often provoke a smile at the quality of his wit,
but he _________________ in fine and manly virtues.
20.

(not/lack)is not lacking
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